Integrated Computational Engineering (ICE) is a valuable and cost effective resource for ensuring structural integrity and damage tolerance of future aerospace vehicles that are made with laminated fiber reinforced composite laminates. Towards that end, the variational multiscale cohesive method (VMCM) reported by the authors in previous AIAA SDM conferences, 23-26 is extended further to address problems of mixed mode in-plane crack propagation in fiber reinforced laminates. A set of experimental results obtained using a single edge notch eccentric three point bend test is used for validating the VMCM predictions. Further the applicability of VMCM is demonstrated through simulation of mixed mode in-plane crack propagation for different specimen geometries and different loading conditions.
I. Introduction
A large number of tests, which can contribute to a substantial portion of the total design and manufacturing cost of an aerospace vehicle, are required to ensure the structural integrity and damage tolerance of vehicle structures. These costs can be reduced by developing validated and physics based computational models that can exploit the power of advanced simulation techniques and the increasing computational power of digital computers. High fidelity computational models can provide valuable information regarding the performance of a structure upto and including failure, provided the modeling is based on correct physics, and is validated using laboratory tests that are designed to be discriminatory. The field of integrated computational engineering (ICE) , that encompasses this activity, and also includes, in the case of composites, the modeling of the manufacturing process 14 is a rapidly growing and indispensable field which will continue to provide new insights into the performance of advanced composite structures.
The finite element method (FEM), is a key enabler of ICE. It has become the mainstay of problems involving any of the broad phenomena of material deformation -elasticity, plasticity and damage. However, its utility for problems of crack propagation has met with mixed success. The distinguishing characteristic of crack problems, in general, is the formation and propagation of sharp boundaries, which are not part of the original boundary value problem. This is not an obstacle, if the resulting crack path is known a priori, and the mesh is ensured to have elemental surfaces align along possible crack surfaces; but often in practice, neither conditions are feasible. For all but trivial crack propagation problems, the crack path is not known beforehand and has to be determined as part of the solution process, and in structural level problems adaptive mesh generation/realignment is prohibitively costly. The traditional Galerkin FEM implementation is not suitable for problems that encounter crack propagation and also involve strain localization, as it leads to mesh subjective schemes, and the related limitations have been well documented in the context of spurious mesh related length scales 1, 4, 9 and requirements of mesh alignment relative to the localization This paper is organized as follows: In Section II, the variational multiscale concept of subgrid scale phenomena like cracks is introduced. Then the concept is extended to cracks represented as discontinuous displacement modes and the relevant weak formulation of the problem is derived. This formulation is then cast in a finite element framework in Section III, which presents the multiscale element construction and the resulting discretized equations. The analytical and numerical framework developed until this point is demonstrated through simulation of crack propagation in laminated fiber reinforced composites in Section IV, and by comparison with experimental observations in Section V. Lastly, concluding remarks about the numerical framework and its applicability are provided in Section VI.
II. Variational Multiscale Formulation
Physically, crack propagation is a process of configurational change by which new surfaces are created. The creation of new surfaces is governed by surface laws, different from the constitutive laws of the continuum. Classically, this process of surface creation is handled by effecting changes in the numerical discretization, involving incremental grid refinement and remeshing. However, changing the grid to reflect the evolving domain boundaries is computationally very expensive. Instead, an alternative view of cracks as displace-ment discontinuities in the continuum domain is considered here. The concept of discontinuous displacement fields and the resulting singular strains finds its mathematical treatment in the work of 32 on BD(Ω), the space of bounded deformations for which all components of the strain are bounded measures. This idea was used to develop a numerical framework for the problem of strong discontinuities due to strain localization by. 1, 28, 29 The physical process of strain localization involves localized changes in the continuum constitutive response and no new boundaries and surface laws appear, but its numerical treatment introduced the use of the distributional framework and discontinuous basis functions, which was adopted in 13 for embedding micromechanical surface laws into a macroscopic continuum formulation, albeit in a multiscale setting. The presentation in this work follows and extends these multiscale arguments specifically for numerical representation and evolution of cohesive cracks.
As shown in Figure ( 3), a crack opening can be mathematically represented by a discontinuous displacement field over an uncracked body. It is not difficult to see that this is rigorous and general enough to represent all possible crack geometries in both two and three dimensional solids. However, the following numerical challenges persist:
• Numerical representation of displacement discontinuities using smooth basis approximations introduce an artificial numerical length scale and thus lead to a mesh subjective scheme. On the other hand, usage of discontinuous basis leads to singular strains.
• Topologically, crack surfaces are zero measure sets in the domain volume. Thus stand alone representations of them would require zero volume mesh elements.
In this work, a discontinuous basis is adopted and the necessary distributional arguments will follow. The use of zero volume elements (interface elements, standard cohesive zone elements, etc.) renders the scheme subjective to the numerical discretization, hence is not considered. Instead a variational multiscale setting is introduced where the crack, represented by a displacement discontinuity, is seen as a subgrid fine scale discontinuous field superposed on a coarse scale field.
A. Multiscale Formulation of Discontinuous Displacement
The weak formulation of the quasi-static elasticity is the point of departure for the multiscale development. Also, the scope of the presentation is limited to the infinitesimal strain theory of elasticity. Starting with the weak form: For S ⊂ BD(Ω) and
where f is the body force, g i and T are the prescribed boundary displacement and surface traction, respectively. σ is the (Cauchy) stress tensor given by σ = C : sym(▽u), where C is the fourth-order elasticity tensor.
Scale decompositions of u and w are now introduced. The decompositions are qualified by requiring that the fine scales, u ′ and w ′ , vanish outside the neighborhood of the crack path, which is contained in Ω ′ ( Figure  (4) ), which is referred to as the microstructural or fine-scale subdomain
where S = S ⊕ S ′ and V = V ⊕ V ′ . Further, V and V ′ are chosen to be linearly independent.
In the above domain decomposition, a surface Γ c is now introduced to represent a crack, as shown in Figure (4) . As already noted, the classical jump condition on surface tractions which enforces force equilibrium, requires that stress be a continuous field. Thus σ · n = 0 and
Using integration by parts and standard variational arguments,
(W) is the weak form of the coarse scale problem and (W ′ ) is the weak form of the fine scale problem. (W ′ ) will be used to eliminate the fine scale field, u ′ , from (W).
B. Fine-Scale Field and Micromechanics Embedding
The fine scale weak form, (W ′ ), allows us to embed any traction based micromechanical surface-law, represented by T c , into the continuum formulation. Specifically, for the problem of crack propagation, T c is a cohesive surface law, which is determined either experimentally or analytically, and models the load bearing ability of the crack wake region. Restricting our discussion to 2D, it can be expressed as
where n and m are the unit normal and tangent vectors to the crack face, respectively. T Before discussing the specific functional forms of T c n and T c m , it will be helpful to briefly digress into a discussion u ′ . The fine scale field, u ′ , is composed of a continuous field and a discontinuous field,
here N is a continuous basis function defined on Ω ′ , H Γ c is a Heaviside function which has its discontinuity on Γ c , and u can be written as,
where u n and u m are scalar values representing the normal and tangential components of u , referred to as the crack face opening displacement and crack face shear displacement, respectively. Further, in the literature, the crack face opening mechanism is referred to as Mode-I and crack face shear mechanism is referred to as Mode-II. This convention will be followed here onward. Now, in this work, we consider simple micromechanical surface traction laws given by: 
C. Coarse-Scale and Fine-Scale Weak Forms
Now we turn our attention to deriving explicit expressions for (W) and (W ′ ) in terms of the displacement fields. Considering Equations (2a) and (6), the expression for strain and stress are:
and as explained earlier, only the regular parts of the strain tensor contribute towards the stress. Substituting this stress expression into (W) and (W ′ ), we obtain the weak form expressions in term of the displacement fields,
now substituting Equation (5) in Equation (11) and rearranging terms,
where,
Using Equation (12), u can be eliminated from Equation (10), and the resulting coarse scale weak form can be solved for u. Then one can recover the fine-scale variations, u ′ , over the microstructural domain Ω ′ , using Equations (12) and (6).
III. Finite Element Framework
With the multiscale formulation laid out, and explicit weak form expression derived, we now turn our attention to the numerical implementation. Here, the multiscale methodology is cast into a finite element formulation and the necessary numerical framework, referred to as the Variational Multiscale Cohesive Method (VMCM), is developed. First, the necessary discontinuous shape functions are presented and then the finite dimensional weak formulation and dicretized equations are developed.
A. Multiscale Element Construction
The reparametrization of the fine scale discontinuous displacement field introduced in Equation (6) is now reproduced for linear triangular elements, and the presentation follows from the discontinuous shape function's discussion in.
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Shape Functions
We begin with the multiscale basis function expression,
where N is a continuous basis function defined on Ω ′ and H Γ c is a Heaviside function which has its discontinuity on Γ c . Thus, M Γ c is hereupon considered as a composite shape function constructed by superposing a Heaviside function on a linear shape function, ensuring that M Γ c = 0 on Ω\int(Ω ′ ). This construction is depicted in Figure ( As shown in Figure (7) , there are two possible constructions for triangle elements depending on the relative orientation of the normal to the crack path, n, with respect to the outward normal of the edge not intersected by the crack, n i . For each of these cases, N , H Γ c and ▽M Γ c are given by
As can be seen from the above description, the multiscale shape function construction is more involved than traditional shape functions. In a numerical implementation, only ▽M Γ c enters the system of equations through the expression for ▽u ′ , which in matrix form is given by
G and H are the matrix representation of n i and n, respectively.
Numerical Quadrature
The weak form of the coarse scale and fine scale problems, given by Equations (10) and (12), respectively, involve different domains of integration. The coarse scale weak form, taken element wise, is a volume integral over the elemental volume and thus the quadrature rules used to evaluate the integral is the conventional triangle quadrature scheme. However, the fine scale weak form, taken element wise, is a surface integral over the crack path, and needs special attention.
Consider Figure ( 8) which depicts a constant crack opening displacement, u , in linear triangles. For this case, since the stress is also constant over the element, a one point quadrature rule is sufficient for the fine scale weak form. This reduces Equation (12) to σ · n = T c which can be evaluated at any point along the crack path within the element.
B. Finite Dimensional Weak Forms and Discretized Equations
In the finite dimensional setting, the problem domain is divided into non overlapping elements such that Ω = nel 1 Ω h e , where nel is the number of elements. In this presentation linear triangle elements are considered, and thus the integration scheme depicted in Figure (9a) will be sufficient. Introducing the approximate interpolations to the coarse-scale displacement and variation,
where (ξ, η) are the iso-parametric coordinates, d
A and c 
where B is the standard matrix form of the shape function gradients. Similarly, the vector representation of the Equations (9a), (9b) for strain and stress are
Substituting the above expressions into Equations (10) and (11), the respective finite dimensional equations are given by
where the fine-scale weak form is reduced to σ · n = T c , as for linear triangles both σ and u (and hence T c ) are constant over the element. To suit an iterative solution procedure, the above equations are expressed as coarse-scale and fine-scale residuals,
Linearizing the above residuals about d and u and rearranging terms, we obtain the following system of equations in (δd, δ u ),
IV. Numerical Simulations
With the multiscale formulation and the finite element implementation developed, this section presents numerical simulations of some benchmark problems to demonstrate the effectiveness and applicability of the multiscale framework for cohesive crack propagation. All simulations are in 2D and assume plane strain conditions. Further, as indicated in earlier section, a crack tracking algorithm is required as part of the iterative process to evolve the crack from one element to another. Such an algorithm should be based on a physically relevant crack direction criterion, and may be material and microstructure subjective. In this work, it is assumed that the crack propagates along a path that renders the shear stress to be zero. This amounts to assuming that the crack is locally governed by a Mode-I criterion. However, the direction criterion places no limitation on the multiscale formulation and depending on the material micromechanics, any relevant direction criterion can be chosen.
It is also pointed out that apparent distortion of the elements may be seen as contradicting the small strain assumption of linear elasticity and also potentially result in singular Jacobians for those elements. This is not the case as:
• The regular part of the strain is always small, and the singular components which lead to this observed element distortion do not contribute to the stress-strain constitutive relation (Section (A)).
• Since the implementation is in the reference configuration, the element distortion has no effect on the elemental Jacobian determinant.
To remove this potential confusion, the crack path elements are removed from the plots, except in Section (A) where the discussion is primarily on the element level.
All the simulations were carried out using an in-house, C++ based, variational multiscale cohesive method (VMCM) finite element code developed by the author. A standard Newton-Raphson scheme was used for solving the system of non-linear equations, based on a direct solution procedure using the SuperLU library.
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A. Mesh Objectivity Demonstration
As stated previously, eliminating pathological mesh dependence of crack propagation simulations is one of the primary motivations for the development of the multiscale framework, and this section seeks to demonstrate the mesh objectivity of this implementation. The results presented in this section focus on the dependence of the global load-displacement response and the crack path, the two most important metrics from a structural viewpoint, on the mesh density.
Straight Crack Propagation
Consider the problem of a cohesive tension block under uniaxial tension, as shown in Figure (11) . Shown are the problem schematic, resulting crack paths for meshes whose density varies over two orders of magnitude, and the corresponding global load-displacement response. It should be sufficiently clear from this result that the traditional pathological mesh dependence is completely absent for the case of a straight crack path. However, this physical problem involves no crack turning, so the sensitivity of the crack path is not manifested here. A more complex problem involving curved crack propagation is presented in the following subsection.
The load-displacement response in Figure (11 C) is physically relevant, as it indicates that the strain energy release rate, G, and the surface energy density, γ ′ are mesh independent, because the area under the curve is equal to the energy dissipated due to surface creation.
Curved Crack Propagation
Figure (12) shows the response of a standard Single Edge Notch Three-Point Bend (SETB) specimen under eccentric loading conditions. Due to the unsymmetrical loading, the crack deviates from its straight path and approaches the loading point as this is the contour of the maximum normal tractions, and the loaddisplacement and crack path is objectively simulated across all the mesh densities considered. However, at first glance, the small variation in the load-displacement response and crack path may suggest mesh sensitivity. This is expected, as even in the absence of cracks, the resolution of the high stress gradients does depend to a small degree on the element dimension, and this naturally effects the crack direction determination and consequently the load-displacement response. Thus, these small variations are not pathological, as can be seen from Figure (12 C) , but an artifact of the numerical discretization.
B. Mixed Mode Crack Propagation
Mixed-mode refers to the condition where the crack face is subjected to both in plane and out of plane tractions. In 2D, this means that the crack face is under the influence of mode-II shear tractions in addition to the Mode-I opening tractions. Crack propagation involving non-straight paths is often mixed-mode and so their will be two cohesive traction-separation relations corresponding to normal-opening and shear-slipping modes. This section demonstrates the mixed-mode fracture simulation capability of the multiscale implementation. As stated earlier, the crack path elements are removed and for better visualization only the field contours are shown, without the underlying mesh.
Figure (14) shows snapshots of crack propagation in a symmetrically loaded Compact Tension (CTS) specimen. Although the mixed-mode scheme is active, the symmetry in the specimen and loading result in near straight crack propagation with very little crack face shear. However, the opening stress contours provide insights into the load bearing ability of materials with large process zone sizes. As seen in the evolving contour plots, the majority of the stress concentration is in the crack wake and this provides resistance to crack growth. This increased resistance to crack growth can also be implied from the corresponding load-displacement response which is flat indicating the increased fracture toughness of this material. The crack face bridging, as evident from the stress contours, gradually increases in size, then approaches a steady state value before shortening as the crack approaches the specimen boundary where the compressive stress is significant due to bending. More detailed analysis of the bridging zone evolution will be presented in the next chapter.
Figure (13) shows mixed-mode curved crack propagation in an eccentrically loaded SETB specimen where the crack approaches the loading point along the contour of the maximum normal tractions. Similarly, Figure ( 16) shows crack propagation in a rectangular specimen with a fully constrained left end and a displacement loading at the lower right corner. Also, it is experimentally observed that the crack propagation in laminated fiber reinforced composite materials is predominantly along the fiber layup direction, so the effect of restricting the crack propagation direction in VMCM simulations is shown in Figure (17) , where the crack path is restricted to the -45/0/+45/+90 fiber layup directions.
C. Interacting and Multiple Cracks
In this subsection, complexity due to multiple cracks, interactions between cracks and interaction with structural inclusions is addressed. It is stressed that the multiscale formulation has no restriction on the number of possible cracks in a domain or on their interaction, but possible complexity may arise due to modifications required to the traction-separation relations to produce physically consistent simulations.
Consider the standard Double Edge Notch Tension (DENT) specimen crack propagation simulation in Figure (15) . As expected two cracks start from notches on either side and approach each other, and the opening stress contours show their interactions. Initially, either crack grows independently, but as they get closer they interact through the long range terms of the asymptotic expansion of the crack tip stress. However, due to the small offset in their crack paths, induced due to the numerical discretization, they pass each other. But eventually the crack paths intersect and one branch of the combined crack becomes predominant while the other branch relaxes. This problem also serves as an example of how, an otherwise complex crack interaction, can be clearly understood through the numerical implementation.
V. Experimental Validation
The numerical implementation needs a traction-separation relation as input, in addition to the material properties listed in Table VI , to simulate crack propagation. Here we assume a linear traction-separation relation which is characterized by the peak traction value T n0 and the fracture toughness R avg . T n0 is a fixed value for all the specimen geometries, and is obtained from standard double edge notch tension (DENT) specimen experiments. It is noted that, traditional cohesive zone models employ a traction law that starts with a zero traction and zero opening, whereas, in the VMCM, the transition from a continuum to a noncontinuum (cracking) takes place at a finite traction (Figure 2 ). The ramifications of this aspect have been discussed in the literature.
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The simulations are conducted with the experimentally measured R avg values given in Table 2 , and the results are plotted in Figure 18 for a symmetrically loaded specimen, and Figure 19 for eccentrically loaded specimen which has mixed mode curved crack growth. Further details of the experiments are provided in.
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As seen from Figure 18 , the multiscale simulations accurately reproduce the macroscopic response of the SETB specimens when appropriate R avg values are used as input.
a This demonstrates that: (1) The multiscale methodology has the ability to numerically simulate progressive damage propagation, and the mechanics of bridged crack evolution. (2) In spite of a multitude of failure mechanisms operating simultaneously, leading to a very complex evolution of fracture resistance, the single valued estimate, R avg , of the fracture resistance is appropriate for numerical simulations, at least in this class of materials. 
VI. Conclusions
In this paper, the variational multiscale cohesive method (VMCM), [23] [24] [25] [26] has been extended to simulate mixed-mode, in-plane crack propagation in laminated fiber reinforced composite laminates, as a part of ICE. Experimental results that correspond to single edge notch three point-bend (SETB) specimens have been used as the basis for validating the proposed methodology. Numerical simulations corresponding to several other configurations of crack growth, where the crack path is not known a-priori have been presented. The subtle, but nevertheless important, distinction between the elemental enrichment based multiscale interpolation (adopted in VMCM) and other nodal enrichment based discontinuity interpolation schemes has been depicted in Figure (20) . Though both methods represent the displacement discontinuity as a Heaviside function, the advantage of the VMCM approach is the local-to-element nature of the fine scale field. From a numerical standpoint this implies that the additional degrees of freedom needed to represent u can be separated locally through static condensation, and thereby does not contribute to the global solution vector. This also ensures that the sparsity pattern of the global stiffness matrix is unaltered. In contrast, nodal enrichment methods add extra nodal degrees of freedom to represent the enhanced displacement discontinuity modes, thereby altering the global solution vector and stiffness matrix structure with crack propagation. While a more detailed comparative study of the computational complexity, numerical stability and consistency are a topic for future work, interested readers are pointed to a related study 20 between the elemental enrichment method, from which the VMCM method inherits its interpolation characteristics, and the nodal enrichment based extended finite element (X-FEM) method.
a The small pre-peak stiffness difference in the experimental curves of some specimens is due to some amount of material crushing occurring at the loading points, and the post-peak variations are an artifact of the stochastic nature of failure in these materials.
b Even though the linear traction separation law simplifies a set of complex failure mechanisms, the dissipated energy is well-represented. This quantity appears to control the fit with experimental P ∆ curves. Figure 5 . Construction of the discontinuous multiscale shape function in 1D. 
(b) Figure 6 . Possible constructions of the discontinuous multiscale shape function in 2D. n is the normal to the crack path, in the direction of the desired jump in displacement. (Table 2 ), compared to their respective experimental curves. For a particular specimen size, R L and R H are the least and highest values of fracture resistance obtained from the multiple experimental P ∆ curves, R M is the average of the fracture resistance of each of the multiple experimental P ∆ curves. R L corresponds to the curve exhibiting least toughness and R H corresponds to the curve exhibiting the highest toughness. The P and ∆ values have been normalized with fixed reference values. 
